









                                                BIRDS OF PREY




        'The 215th. An EarthForce starfury squadron that is comprised of five of the best pilots that Earth has produced. Their goal: To serve, protect, and complete their missions no matter what they might entail. They are known as the Birds Of Prey, and represent everything that EarthForce stands for. The year is 2257, the place is the known galaxy.....'


EAS Chimera, patrolling interstellar space

        No matter how many times he looked out the bridge's viewport, space always seemed to look the same to him, no matter where he or his ship was. Captain Adam Reid had been in command of the EAS Chimera for more than two years now, getting his chance at the still relatively new Omega-class destroyer while he was still young by command standards. He stroked his chin while in deep thought over this. He had been thirty two years old when offered this command, rising through the ranks quickly and becoming one of the best officers in EarthForce. General Hague himself had recommended Reid highly for this post, and he whole heartedly accepted it at once, always happy to serve.
       Reid looked around the bridge, watching some of his crew bustle around, while others stood or sat at their stations. He smiled to himself, proud of this ship and crew and all they had accomplished since he took command. As he turned his attention back to the viewport, a console beeped from the commucations alcove. 
      "Captain." started the comm officer. "Incoming signal from Earth. It's General Hague." she said, before adjusting her earpiece a little. 
      "Very well." said Reid. "I'll take it in my office." he replied, before turning and
heading for the door. 
      "Aye sir." was the comm officer's response. 
      He exited the bridge, and walked across the corridor to his office, the door swinging up and open, granting him entry. As soon as it closed behind him, he activated his comm unit, and looked to the vidscreen on the wall next to his desk. 
     "General." he started. "It's been a while." he said, pondering the middle aged man's features, especially the trademark beard and goatee combo that he had come to know. 
     "Captain Reid. Good to see you again." started Hague. "I am in need of your services, Captain." he finished. 
     "Oh?" said Reid, wondering. 
     Hague nodded. "I have a mission for you and your pilots. There have been some attacks on shipping routes in Sector 49. I want you to investigate." he explained.
      Captain Reid looked confused for a moment. "Attacked by who?" he queried. 
      Hague didn't move, and looked a little angry. "I'm not sure. All we know is that whoever is attacking the cargo vessels is well organized." he said. 
      Reid pondered for a moment. "Sector 49 is not exactly remote. It's only one jump from Babylon 5." he said. 
      Hague nodded. "Yes. Unfortunately, because the station has just gone online, they are still getting things sorted out. I've already contacted Commander Sinclair and let him know about the situation." explained Hague. 
     "Very well General. We'll look into it at once." said Reid. 
     "Very good Captain. Keep me informed. Hague out." said the General before the screen winked off and faded to black. 


EAS Chimera - Fighter bay gear room

        "Am I the only one that enjoys putting his gear on before a mission? I mean seriously you guys!" said Ensign Lewis Sewell, almost laughing as he pulled the flight suit on, obscuring his dark skinned arms and torso. 
        "Hey Lewis, put your helmet on first so we can have some quiet!" exclaimed CWO Ray Park with a grin, also pulling on his gear. As much as he liked Sewell, he knew the other man had a habit of making an ordinary task seem a little over the top. Sewell continued th laugh as he put more of his flight gear on. 
        "Whatever you say, Mr. Ray!" he exclaimed, laughing. Park crackled a smile as he worked on his own gear. The other just chuckled, while their squadron leader sat on his own bench, reading a hardcover book in silence while the others chided each other.
         "Hey Boss," started CWO Jack Whitmear from across the room. "What's with this book thing before missions, anyways?" he queried. 
         Lieutenant William McIntyre looked up over the book at his compatriote. "Keeps me relaxed, and ready for a mission." he replied, before sending his attention back to the book. A feminine giggle was heard soon after. It came from the only female member of the squadron, CWO Sarah Atkinson. 
        "Clearly Will is smarter then us." she said with a smile. 
        McIntyre looked up over his book again and smiled back at her. "If I am, I'll never tell." he replied.
        McIntyre knew that she was interested in him, and wanted to reciprocate, but was afraid that the day might come where one of them might not return from a dangerous mission. Still, he cared a great deal about her, and sometimes weighed his options. Unfortunately, now wasn't the time to worry about this. The Captain had sent word through the XO that there was a mission to undertake, and their squadron was to suit up and prepare to launch. As soon as the Chimera made the jump back into normal space, they would be off. He put down his book and finished suiting up. 
       "Alright. Let's finish up and get to our Starfuries." he commanded subtely. The others nodded and finished suiting up, before they all got up and left the room heading for the fighter bay, where their ships awaited them.

                                                            
Sector 49

        It was as close as a human could get to flight, and as nerve wracking it was, flying through space in a Starfury was also a release, an episode in pure freedom. Some, like McIntyre, even considered it the best kind of freedom available, as well as a calming experience. Everytime he went out on a mission, he felt the same rush upon launch, then serenity as he coasted through the dark vacuum of space. 
       "Hawk Two, I'll take you as my wingman." he said over the intraship comm. "Hawks Three, Four, and Five....back us up." he said, getting everyone into position. A collective 'Aye sir' could be heard before the other Starfuries moved into their formation. McIntyre grinned at the level of professionalism that his squadron always showed, even on the smaller missions like this one.
        "Scanners on full." he started. "We'll cover a grid search, and end it at the sector's jump gate." he said. "Aye." was the only reply, coming from his wingman. Reaching up above his head, he flipped a switch to intensify his scans. After a little while, it became evident that the scans were returning no useful data. Suddenly, the comm activated. 
        "Sir, we gonna just fly around here all day?" It was Hawk Three. 
        "Ray," started McIntyre, "We're out here for a reason. Give it some time, we'll find something." he finished. 
        "Aye sir." replied Park, a hint of sarcasm and playfulness in his voice.
        Just then, the scanners picked something up, and started to beep. "I got something guys." said McIntyre, working his controls. "Anyone else picking up that blip?" he asked his squadron. 
       The other pilots all concurred at the same time over the comm. "Alright." he said. "Lock onto that signal and let's check it out." he ordered. He veered his Starfury off towards the signal, with his wingman following suit, then the others. After a few minutes, the five of them were closing in. He was about to have the squadron spread out, when suddenly, his Starfury was rocked by weapons fire.
        "Evasive manuvers!!" he yelled. "Come about and respond!" he ordered over the comm. His squadron spread out and came about, attitude thrusters firing. McIntyre saw Hawks Three and Four engaging the target. 
        "Careful guys....we don't know what we're up against." he warned. 
        "Scanning the target." said Whitmear. "Boss," he started. "It looks like a Starfury, but it's been heavily modified, and is carrying a lot more firepower than it should be." said Hawk Four.
        "Not good." replied McIntyre. "I'm going to contact the Chimera and let them know what's going on." he said, before pressing a button. 
       "Chimera, this is Hawk Leader, come in please." he said, hailing his ship.
       "Go ahead Hawk Leader." came the reply. It was the captain. 
       "Contact made with intruder. It's a modified Starfury packing a lot of punch. Last know trajectory shows it heading your way." he explained. 
        "Affirmative Hawk Leader. We've positioned ourselves in front of the jump gate. The intruder will have to get past us to use it." came the reply. 
        "Very good sir. We're on our way." said McIntyre, before switching comms again. "Alright people., maximum burn!" he ordered, before hitting the afterburners himself, hoping to get back to their ship as quickly as possible.


EAS Chimera

         It didn't take long for the intruder to show up on scanners, and when it did, it was just like Hawk Leader had said. 
        "Sir," started his comm officer. "The intruder is not responding to our hails and is still on an intercept course." she said. 
        Reid nodded. "Very well. Weapons officer, power up forward batteries, and acquire your target." he said calmly. The weapons officer nodded his head before getting down to business at his console. 
        "Target acquired." he started. "One heavily modified Starfury with pulse cannons, as well as a high-powered plasma cannon to go with a standard Starfury armament." he finished.
        "A plasma cannon on a Starfury? How can that even work?" he queried. "That would take a lot of power." he said, trying to figure out how it all could work without the Starfury blowing itself to pieces. Reid didn't get time to think to hard about it, as a console beeped a warning.
        "Sir!" yelled the tactical officer. "The red Starfury has locked onto us!" he exclaimed. Reid looked out the viewport, then back to his console to confirm both the attack vector and the ship's colour. 
        "Cute." he muttered, before looking around the bridge quickly. "All hands brace for impact!" he exclaimed, before the ship began to shudder heavily. There was a brief pause, then another shudder that shook them all.
         "Return fire!!" yelled Reid. Nothing happened. The tactical officer spoke up. 
         "Unable to get a lock Captain!" 
Reid grumbled and angrily pressed a button on his console. "Hawk Leader, we need you back here on the double! The intruder has fired on us!" he said into the comm. 
         Hawk Leader's calm voice came back at him. "No sweat Captain. We're just getting into range now." he said. 
         Reid grinned. "Good. Swing around and make him come towards the Chimera. We'll cut him off." he said, a little less tense this time. 
         "Aye sir." was the response he got before the comm channel was closed. 'We'd better cut him off.' thought Reid to himself. 'Or we won't last too long at all.'


         The loud beeping noise told him that there was a positive lock on the intruder, and it was a strong one. Not one to waste time, Hawk Leader contacted his squadron. 
         "Hawks Two and Three break off to the left and swing around. Hawks Four and Five to the right. I'll cut up the centre." he ordered calmly. 
         "But Will..." started a familiar female voice over the comm. "You'll be by yourself." said CWO Atkinson over in Hawk Five. 
         McIntyre grinned to himself. "I'll be fine Sarah, I promise." he replied, before giving his engines more power. 
        "Aye sir." she said softly but quickly, cutting the channel.
        "This is Hawk Two. I have a visual on the intruder." said Ensign Sewell. 
        "Very well," started McIntyre. "Let's have at him! Hawks attack!" he yelled, giving his battle cry as the five Starfuries started to initiate their plan. McIntyre's starfury shot up the middle towards the target, while others started to swing in from the sides, almost like a pincer. McIntyre had a visual, and opened fire on the enemy starfury, which he now noticed was red, and had some weird modifications. 
         His pulse cannons lanced out in bursts and hit their mark, with no effect whatsoever. "What the hell....." muttered McIntrye, his voice trailing off into his flight helmet. He did not understand why there was no damage.
         "This is Hawk Leader to the squadron. My weapons had no effect. Repeat, my weapons had no effect." he said into the comm. 
         "This gets better and better, doesn't it?" replied Park in Hawk Three. 
         "No kidding Ray." started McIntyre. "If we can't hit him, we'll drive him towards the Chimera. Then we will all open fire on that thing." he explained. 
         "Sounds good to me, boss." chimed Sewell, already chasing the intruder. The formation tightened up a little, persuing the intruder, all while slowly herding it towards the Chimera. 
         "Hawks, as soon as the intruder turns fully towards the Chimera, open fire. Let's see if we can do something on the way to the jump gate." said Hawk Leader.


          The comm panel beeped suddenly, getting the comm officer's attention. 
          "Sir," she began. "Hawk Leader has got the intruder to head back our way. They are in pursuit." she finished, a hand on her earpiece. 
          Reid nodded. "Very well. Bring us about, and ready the main guns." he said, before turning back to his console. He pressed a few buttons on his console, and brought up a schematic of the offending Starfury, as well as a graphic showing the position of the Chimera, and the Hawks. 
         "Hmm." muttered Reid to himself, before studying all the data present, trying to come up with a plan. And then suddenly, it hit him. He activated a comm channel to Hawk Leader's ship.
         "Hawk Leader here, go ahead." said McIntrye. 
         "I've done some thinking." started Reid. "A Starfury by itself cannot last too long without recharging, correct?" there was a pause, and then McIntyre spoke. 
         "Yes. He must be carrying extra power packs and storage or something." he said. 
         Reid smiled. "Indeed. And if he were carrying a larger power plant in that thing to go further, the power levels must be unstable." he explained. 
         McIntyre agreed. "Makes sense. Starfuries aren't supposed to be used as chop jobs. The internal systems might be well past their design limits." he replied.
         "Exactly my thinking." started Reid again. "And by having so much extra power onboard, if we were able to get a hit on the ship's engines, rather than the fuselage, we might disrupt everything." he finished. 
         "Yeah, but they'd be hard to hit." said McIntyre. 
         "Can you do it?" asked Reid. 
Silence for a moment, and then a reply. "Sure, but we'd need a distraction." he replied. 
          Reid smiled. "Leave that to us." he said, before cutting the comm channel. Looking to his helmsman, he was ready to start his plan. 
         "Helm, start moving us slowly away from the jumpgate. Also, cut main power, and get her to drift." he ordered calmly. 
         "Sir?" asked the executive officer, confused.
         "I want us to look helpless. That idiot starfury pilot might just be coaxed enough into taking a few potshots at us on his way to the jumpgate. He'll have to slow down to go past us and into the gate, and then.....the Hawks will get him."


         "Okay guys, heat 'em up again. As soon as the Chimera runs it's distraction, swing around, and let's take the perp out. Target engines ONLY." said McIntyre to his other pilots. A series of  aye sirs confirmed that they were ready to proceed. 
          Suddenly, his scanners picked something up. The Chimera had lost all power and was drifting very close to the jumpgate. 
          "Not exactly was I would do." he said. "Alright people, let's do this!" he said to the other pilots. As him and the other Starfuries blasted towards their target, a comm signal came in.
          "Be careful Will...." said a female voice that trailed off. McIntyre smiled. 
          "I will Sarah. You remember to watch your six, okay? When this is all over, I'll buy you a drink." he replied. 
          "You're on." said Sarah, before closing the channel.
He began to close in on the red stafury, as did the other Hawks from different vectors. 
          "He's beginning to slow." said Park over in Hawk Three. 
          "Aye, but we can't let our guard down. Prepare our trap while I make him mad." he said, before targetting the red starfury's rear fuselage. McIntrye fired, letting bolts of his energy weapons lance out at the enemy. They struck their target, but caused little to no damage. The armour held. 
          "Heh." said McIntrye. The red starfury had slowed somewhat, but now was heading towards the Chimera rather than the jumpgate. 
          "He's tempted alright." said McIntyre under his breath. His team contined to bear down on the adversary.
           Suddenly, a particle weapon beam shot out from the Chimera and struck the red starfury with a heavy force. The small fighter rocked and was sent tumbling towards the jumpgate, out of control. 
          "Now!" said McIntyre to the rest of the group. Hawks Two and Three turned and fired at the same time that Hawks Four and Five fired. Bolts of energy struck the target in it's engines. As the engines began to overload, McIntyre picked it up on his scanners. 
          "Nice shooting guys! Get clear!" he ordered. Just as the red starfury began to explode, a flash came from it's plasma cannon, sending a bolt of energy outwards. The plasma energy struck Hawk Five before it could get clear. The jumpgate having been activated already by the fleeing enemy, sucked Hawk Four in, as well as debris from the enemy ship.
          "Damn!" yelled McIntyre. 
          "Hawks, get clear and return to the Chimera. Notify them of the situation. I'm going after Hawk Five!" he exclaimed, before cutting the comm channel. He pushed his engines to full, and shot into the jump vortex before it closed. He had to help her, no matter what. 
          "No one gets left behind!" he said to himself. "Especially not Sarah!"


Hyperspace

           McIntyre kept pinging the signal, hoping he would get a response. No ship lost in hyperspace had ever had a happy ending. 
          "She's not lost yet." he muttered to himself. McIntyre knew his oxygen would deplete within the hour, and that his starfury would need to be recharged before that. "Not too worried about that now." he muttered, before adjusting his controls. Suddenly, the scanners picked up a ping. Someone was pinging him!" He hurriedly opened a comm channel. 
         "Sarah?" he queried. "Sarah, is that you?" he asked into the comm. 
A female voice crackled to life, much to his relief. "Will!" she said. "Oh thank God you're here!" she finished. McIntyre smiled to himself. 
          "I'll have you grappled in no time, so just hang tight, you hear?" he said. 
          "Thank you." she said softly, voice trailing off. McIntyre checked his controls. Still had enough of the lock on signal to return to the jumpgate. Within another minute, he had found Hawk Five, and was commencing the grapple. 
          "My hero." said Sarah over the comm. McIntyre grinned. 
          "Just doing my job." he said. "Let's get you back to the jumpgate. We'll probably need to be debriefed or something." he said. 
          "It doesn't matter." started Sarah. "As long as I get to sit beside you for the debrief, I'll be happy." she finished. 
          "It's a date." said McIntyre affirmatively, as he came about, and took both ships towards the jumpgate at his best speed.


Earth station Babylon 5, Grid Epsilon

          Putting his empty glass on the bar top with a bit of a thud, McIntyre turned to face his date. Sarah looked very feminine, wearing her civvies instead of the normal flight suit that they both wore. Her dress was long, and her cardigan neat, as was her hair. He was dressed smartly but casually, a nice shirt and slacks to go with slicked back hair. They were both seated at the bar in an establishment for Earthforce personnel. They were only a handful of people left, as the hour was late. It had been two days since the action in Sector 49, and the captain had decided to jump to Babylon 5 for repairs and some rest and relaxation. McIntyre was happy to be finally dating Sarah Atkinson, but still had apprension floating in his head due to their jobs and missions and whatnot.
         But looking at her, the way her eyes sparkled and her red hair shimmered, none of that mattered right now. 
         "Sarah.....why haven't we done this sooner?" he asked of her. Sarah smiled and put a hand on his cheek. 
         "Because....we both know the risks involved due to our jobs." she started. "But that doesn't matter right now. All that matters is us." she said, before leaning in and kissing McIntyre on his cheek. He smiled, and did not hesitate to put his arm around her waist, pulling her closer a little. She put an arm around him and they just sat there like that, smiling. Time went by, but they didn't care as the rest of the patrons slowly dwindled and left, the bartender closed up and left, and the lights dimmed a little. They just wished the embrace could last forever.


                                                          THE END

